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Match the extracted information to a
pre-defined template specified by user

Perform anomaly detection for the purpose
of QA & QC
Locate targeted information within a
particular data source

Identify and classify document types

Merge multiple table into final template

News /
 Announcement

Text-based
Enquiries

It is capable to handle traffic with
high accuracy and speed in
providing real-time answers. This
enable your business to
communicate with your customer
in new way

data from unstructured format with
machine learning capability from
various sources such as

scan and capture data using
highly effective AI techniques,
as illustrated in the diagram
below:

HYBRID LANGUAGE MANGLISH

is a popular “language” among
Malaysians

Our ChatBot is able to understand 
too ie.

AI powered ChatBot that able to
understand multiple language ie.
Bahasa Melayu and English
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Ready for Data
Analytics and AI

KRISPI can be formulated for
different usages according to
your business needs

The diagram below illustrated
how our ChatBot works:

Able to increase its intelligence by having 
its preset vocabulary 

PRIDE is an AI based tools to extract 
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